Placental villitis of unclear etiology during ovum donor in vitro fertilization pregnancy.
Preliminary observations by a single pathologist at our institution revealed a 75% incidence of villitis of unexplained etiology in ovum donor in vitro fertilization pregnancies. Because the incidence of villitis of unexplained etiology in the general population is approximately 10%, we conducted a controlled study to compare the incidence of villitis of unexplained etiology in ovum donor in vitro fertilization pregnancies to that in in vitro fertilization pregnancies that do not use donated ova. Placental specimens of ovum donor in vitro fertilization pregnancies were matched randomly with pregnancies that resulted from both fresh and frozen/thawed native oocyte in vitro fertilization from March 5, 1995, to October 10, 2001, and examined in a blinded fashion by a single pathologist (D. J. R.) for villitis of unexplained cause. The incidence of villitis of unexplained etiology was analyzed in 27 patients who underwent ovum donor in vitro fertilization versus 37 patients who underwent native oocyte in vitro fertilization. Villitis of unexplained cause occurred in 22.2% of ovum donor in vitro fertilization pregnancies, 10.8% of native oocyte in vitro fertilization pregnancies (fresh and frozen/thawed combined), and 14.3% of frozen/thawed cycles (P=.21). Although the incidence was not statistically different than in in vitro fertilization that used native maternal oocytes, there was a 2-fold increase in villitis of unexplained cause in the ovum donor in vitro fertilization placentas, which suggests that immune-related disorders may be increased in ovum donor pregnancies.